
TUES  Day 1    

Minimum that must be done 

 Gram stain verify with Professor you will have a broth with both a Gram (+) and a 

Gram (-)  you must isolate, grow, test, and identify both 

 Do at least 2 quadrant streak plates one for 37 and one for 30 use the media for your 

unknown number 

If you have a gram (+) cocci can ask for MSA … do a quadrant streak 

If you have a gram (-) rod can ask for MAC … do a quadrant streak 

WED   Day 2     

Minimum that must be done 

 Check streak plates for isolation … verify purity with Gram stain … it may take several 

colonies to find isolation don’t take the entire colony or you will have nothing to go back 

to if pure 

 If isolation make stock cultures (slants) on the same media as your plates … use temp 

that gave best growth  

 If no isolation you must make more quadrant streak plates from existing plates … use 

the colonies with the greatest % of gram (+) and gram (-) to try for isolation.  Incubate at 

the temp that gave best results or can do both again.  Hold on to old plates until growth 

is on new plates 

Can you use selective or differential media 

Thinking about Decarboxylation or Gelatin   …   they take a week !!   

 

 

 

 

 



THURS   Day 3   

Minimum that must be done 

 Check for isolation ….   If having problems let someone know  

 Streak for isolation … Make new plates for weekend 

 If isolation make stock cultures (slants) on the same media as your plates … use temp 

that gave best growth  

 Run tests (24hr) so results can be seen on Fri … If night class run tests that give results 

instantaneously …. College closes at noon on Fri 

 If no isolation you must make more quadrant streak plates from existing plates … use 

the colonies with the greatest % of gram (+) and gram (-) to try for isolation.  Incubate at 

the temp that gave best results or can do both again.  Hold on to old plates until growth 

is on new plates 

If going to do Decarboxylation or Gelatin must get in TODAY!!  

Can you use selective or differential media 

 

FRI    Day 4   …   College closes at NOON!!!! 

Minimum that must be done 

 Check results 

 Run tests (48 hr) should be okay for Monday  

 You NEED to have isolation on at least one organism 

 If isolation make stock cultures (slants) on the same media as your plates … use temp 

that gave best growth  

 If no isolation you must make more quadrant streak plates from existing plates … use 

the colonies with the greatest % of gram (+) and gram (-) to try for isolation.  Incubate at 

the temp that gave best results or can do both again.  Hold on to old plates until growth 

is on new plates 

 

 

 



*REMEMBER LAB IS COME AND GO ON YOUR OWN TIME.  DON’T SKIP 

WORK OR CLASSES FOR LAB. 

 

*DON’T RUN BIOCHEMICAL TESTS ON UNPURE CULTURES 

 

*SELECTIVE AND DIFFERENTIAL MEDIA DON’T REQUIRE ISOLATION 

 

*GRAM STAINS MUST BE DONE ON CULTURES UNDER 24 HRS OLD 

 

*OXIDASE TEST REQUIRES A CULTURE THAT IS GROWING (fresh) 

 

*DON’T TIGHTEN SCREW LIDS ALL THE WAY WHEN INCUBATING 

 

*ENDOSPORES TAKE A WHILE TO FORM SAVE AN OLD PLATE IF THINKING 

ABOUT DOING THE STAIN 

 

 

You can use google and each other   …   good luck  

 


